We shall be concerned with the solutions of 2.1-2.3 for given initial velocity u'(0, ) = u0i and initial density p(Ox) =-1.
of an idealized incompressible fluid. We consider the compressible fluid motion in Lagrangian coordinates and show that it can be defined by two functions giving the kinetic and potential energies. The minimal set for the potential energy is the configuration space of incompressible fluid motion. If the equation of state of the compressible fluid is changed so that the sound speed increases, the minimum of the potential energy function becomes sharper. The compressible fluid motion approaches a curve in the minimal set and this curve defines an incompressible fluid motion.
We shall be concerned with the solutions of 2.1-2.3 for given initial velocity u'(0, ) = u0i and initial density p(Ox) =-1.
In particular we are interested in the dependence of such solutions on k7 and in their behavior as ky -a c.
In the case of incompressible fluid flow, the density is constant (assume p = 1) and the pressure, p, is independent of it. The equations are: We can show that generally the motion of a compressible fluid with fixed initial velocity field and constant initial density converges to that of an incompressible fluid as its sound speed goes to infinitya. Our precise result is announced below; complete proofs will be published elsewhere. §2 [2.3] {ut}, p, and p, the velocity, pressure, and density of the fluid, are functions on R X Q (functions of time and position), while k and -y are constants depending on the fluid. The sound speed of a fluid is V/(dp/dp) = Ikp .
where {vI} is the velocity, and av = -(bvI/xI). In order to state our result precisely we must introduce some function spaces. For simplicity we restrict our attention to the case U = Tn, the n-dimensional torus. This is the same as considering fluids in R' whose motion is periodic in space.
We shall work in H8(T',R'), the space functions from T" to R' whose partial derivatives up to order s are square integrable. This is a Hilbert space with the topology of L2 convergence of all derivatives up to order s. We assume s > n/2 + 1, so that H8(T',R') C C'(T5,Rn). The proof of 3.1 is quite indirect and we shall only give a brief indication of it. Before we begin, we shall explain the motion of a simple mechanical system which will provide a model for understanding the fluid motion.
Consider a point-mass, p, which is constrained to move in the unit circle in R2 and assume that it moves in a newtonian manner without forces. Clearly, the motion is simply one of constant angular velocity.
Secondly, consider a point-mass, q, which is not constrained, but is attached to the center of the circle by an elastic spring, which in equilibrium has length one. Let k be the modulus of elasticity of the spring. Assume that q is initially on the unit circle, and that its initial velocity is tangent to the circle. ¢(t) be the one parameter family of diffeomorphisms of TM which satisfies:
Then if a fluid particle is at x at time zero, it will be at (t) (x) at time t.
Similarly, given v as solution of 2.4-2.5, we let 1(t) satisfy xl0) = O'(OWt)z) [ TA(D) = T,7a(5)) G v,1(5,) [5.5] where Ttj ( ), means tangent space at -, and v, (D,,) is the orthogonal complement of T4(D,). Let PF, Q, be the projections onto the first and second summands, respectively.
Since geodesics on D,, are defined by the Riemannian structure coming from X, the geodesic equation is: P, (i) = 0. [5.6] But this is equivalent to: [5.7] For any a, Q.,: T,, (j)) --v,7 (5D) C T,7(5)) and T7,(D) _ Hs(Tn ¶Rn). [6.5] where Id is the identity matrix, DVf is the matrix (b2fy/&riAx) and "." means matrix multiplication. Therefore: [6.7] where "-1" means the inverse matrix. We shall combine 6.4 and 6.7 to get a coupled system of equations for , and Vf.
First we introduce a decomposition which is similar to 5.5. At 7 = identity, 5. 
We consider 7.2 as a second order linear pseudo-differential equation in g with non-homogeneous term:
For simplicity we write it as:
where Al depends on Li, L3, Mj', h and v, while A2 is a first order operator depending on Li, L3, v.
If Vf is bounded and ky is large we find that 7.3 is: 
